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466 Callum Tulley: Hey Clayton, you didn't get in any, you didn't get in any, you didn't get in 
467 any sort of trouble after the thing with Yan the other day did you? Obviously he got into ... You 

468 didn't get in any shit about him getting into the toilet or stuff like that did you at all? 
469 Clayton Fraser: No. Did you? 
470 Callum Tulley: No no, I didn't at all. I just remember Nobby being in a bit of a bad mood 
471 weren't he about the whole thing and I was just like thinking what could you do about it 

472 because he snuck round the back -
473 Clayton Fraser: Of course. 
474 Callum Tulley: - Do you know what I'm saying 

475 Clayton Fraser: No, no, I didn't. 
476 Callum Tulley: Steve was gone before Yan had even started [inaudible] his prison stuff on 
477 him, do you know what I mean. 

478 Clayton Fraser: Yeah, yeah, yeah no no no. 
479 Callum Tulley: Not sure, not sure I'll be trying any sleeper hold on detainees. 
480 Clayton Fraser: No, no I not do for sure. 
481 Callum Tulley: But that was an interesting one though still. 

482 Clayton Fraser: Huh? 
483 Callum Tulley: Was an interesting one. 
484 Clayton Fraser: Yeah definitely. 

485 Callum Tulley: I've never seen anything like it since I started working here really. 
486 [Inaudible]. What, just under ten minutes mate [Talking to detainee]. 
487 Clayton Fraser: Yeah. 

488 Callum Tulley: Did you see the choke? 
489 Clayton Fraser: No because I was facing, my back was, to see, I was holding his feet. 
490 Callum Tulley: Oh right right I see, yeah yeah. 
491 Clayton Fraser: I can not. 

492 Callum Tulley: Oh 
493 Clayton Fraser: I had his feet, I start facing that way [Turn to face away from Tulley] so I 
494 was looking back like that. But I couldn't see down like that. 

495 Callum Tulley: Oh 
496 Clayton Fraser: Yeah. 
497 Callum Tulley: Yeah that's fair enough. It was actually struggling to hold 
498 Clayton Fraser: Yeah yeah. He's over here now. 

499 Callum Tulley: D-wing? 
500 Clayton Fraser: Yeah 
501 Callum Tulley: He seems to have calmed down since then. 

502 Clayton Fraser: Yeah. But then, saying that, he was getting all stupid on, um [points out 
503 the door], he was kicking, kicking the door. So one officer came and block him from coming 
504 and said 'move, move, move' [Inaudible]. 

505 Callum Tulley: Oh really. 

506 Clayton Fraser: But eventually let him go. 
507 Callum Tulley: It's easy to [Inaudible] behaviour has been better since then 
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508 Clayton Fraser: Yeah yeah, whenever he see me he don't make eye contact [they laugh]. 
509 Callum Tulley: Probably scared. 

510 Clayton Fraser: Yeah. 

511 Callum Tulley: Some, some of the stuff Yan says he gets up to in prison is -
512 Clayton Fraser: Oh yeah yeah. And it is true, it is true, because um, Keith told me - you 
513 remember [Inaudible] who it is? He used to [inaudible] and my good mate Adrian, [Inaudible] 

514 tells me some stories. 
515 Callum Tulley: Really? 
516 Clayton Fraser: Yeah 
517 Callum Tulley: Poor guy. 

518 Clayton Fraser: Like, the detainees give him stress, when he in rooms [Inaudible] 

519 [:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:g~1~~?:~~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:J: Take me out of here man I'm ['.-_:~~~:~:~'.j come on man I'm[~.:~:~:~:~:~ 
520 Callum Tulley: Well I certainly wouldn't want to get into a fight with Yan that's for sure. 

521 Clayton Fraser: Yeah yeah. Yan is so. 

522 L~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:9-I~~7-~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:J What the hell is that, people in Syria, people in England dying 
523 hungry man, you don't think people don't die hungry here man. 

524 Callum Tulley: It was spilled by mistake. Boss, we chatting we chatting, we having a 
525 conversation here. 

526 [~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~_7-(~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~] Yeah. So you gays, yeah? [Callum laughs] You gays, yeah? 
527 [Inaudible] Do you make woman first then he is next? Okay. You are married [inaudible]. 

528 Callum Tulley: Cheers mate. 
529 Clayton Fraser: Yeah so, Ben, you remember Ben[?] Ben that got fired? 
530 Callum Tulley: Yeah 

531 Clayton Fraser: Ben, Ben when we were all on a course together. Wait til you hear this, you 
532 know. Ben grabbed Yan's feet, went on his feet like that. 
533 Callum Tulley: Yeah 

534 Clayton Fraser: Yan just, lift his feet up, threw him up in the air, grabbed him, threw him 
535 like that [gestures hands over head]. Like as if he was a little child. Bloody hell. He is strong, 
536 man. He does a lot of erm MMA as well. 
537 Callum Tulley: Oh Yan did? 

538 Clayton Fraser: Yeah yeah. 
539 Callum Tulley: Maybe that's where he learned his sleeper hold 
540 Clayton Fraser: Yeah yeah. And then they are more - their C&R is more in depth than ours 

541 as well. 
542 Callum Tulley: Yeah because I was sort of wondering when I saw Yan was putting him in a 
543 sleeper hold, like how - where he learnt that sort of thing but if he was an MMA fighter then. 
544 Clayton Fraser: Yeah yeah, Yan is [Inaudible] He's like that twenty four seven. 

545 Callum Tulley: Oh really. He's like a big kid really. 
546 Clayton Fraser: Yeah yeah 
547 Callum Tulley: He's actually alright sometimes, he can just get a bit -

548 Clayton Fraser: Yeah he's alright 
549 Callum Tulley: You just need to tell him sometimes 'mate I'm having a chat here' you don't 
550 need to -

551 [END OF TRANSCRIPT] 
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